Minutes for Student Success and Admissions Committee Meeting
3/14/13, Aux 103, 4:00 pm

In attendance:
Julie Adrian (chair)
Yu Qin
Curtis Nishioka
Adam Pack
Brian Perry
Emmeline de Pillis
Abby Cuttriss

Business:
1. Common course numbers
   Movement system-wide for consistent course numbers, UHH resistance, though
   Math is making appropriate changes. Need to make a compromise before it is
   imposed system-wide.
   Concern that online courses be indicated as such, courses that are taught at
   different levels and a more local focus at UHH.

2. Advising Center
   Student services and Academic affairs have separate budget pools, thus hires
   in student services are not at the expense of faculty lines.

3. English 100
   Consensus that UHH students lack proper writing skills
   Proposed to English dept to have 2 sequential 100-level classes
   Response: no resources, not realistic to have 2 sequential 100-level English classes.
   Committee consensus to make Admission requirements higher and include SATW
   score.

4. Undergraduate Admissions requirements
   Connect recommendations to benchmarks
   Graduation rates
   Retention rates
   Grad school admissions

   Recommendation: 510 SAT verbal, 510 SAT math, and 510 SAT written and 2.8
   cumulative GPA or 2.5 core GPA (Math, English, Social Studies, and Sciences);
   consistent with Manoa.

5. On the agenda for our next meeting: Evaluate TOEFL requirement (550? Invite ELI
   representatives) and transfer standards (24 credits/2.0 GPA)

End of meeting: 5:15pm